
Planet Co-op 
Changing Human impacts on our Planet, one co-operative action at a time. 

PART I: Failures & needs 
The failure of extremes. 

As we enter into the final year of the second decade of the new Millennium, the 
consensus of most scientists, worldwide is that within one or two generations Life on 
Earth may no longer be viable, unless humanity can change direction very sharply. 

Welcome to Planet Co-op, a website , built and designed to signpost some of the 
learning, actions and initiatives that you and your community can take to start combating 
Climate Change, loss of Biodiversity and Sea Level rise. 

All these are the result of Corporate takeover of human activities, a little like a systemic 
parasite takes over an organism and hijacks its for its own nutrition, warmth, shelter and 
excretion. 

The problem with modern living is that we are used to everything being provided either 
by the State, its Agencies or Enterprise. Few amongst us living in towns and cities today 
are capable of growing our own food, building our own homes, generating our own 
electricity, making our own medicines of taking care of our own health, transport 
ourselves and our stuff or disposing of our own wastes. In other words, we have adapted 
to being Hosts. 

This has left Corporations free to charge what they see fit to produce these 
commodities, provide these services and utilities. There would be nothing wrong with 
that, except that Corporations have become giant parasites, more powerful than 
National Governments and even International organisations like the United Nations. 

Planet Co-op aims to show people the way to start claiming back our world by peaceful, 
constructive, co-operative action. 

It aims to secure for ourselves our food, homes, energy and transport, deal directly with, 
and support, those who produce the things we need and ensuring all the circle of 
supply and demand is cleaned-up, removing toxic fossil extracts from the circle, 
wherever possible, be it fuels, plastics, lubricants or whatever 

Capitalism. 
Few can deny that the capitalist system has revealed huge inadequacies and spectacular 
failures, creating deep inequalities, along with the spectacular failure to deliver the 
sustainable management of our impacts on our planet. In the four decades between 
1979 and 2019 we have seen poverty, pollution and conflict reach epidemic 
proportions, while justice, democracy accountability and social stability are at an all-time 
low. 
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A chasm has always existed between the wealthy and the poor, and today working and 
middle classes are shackled by debt and dogged by uncertainty. 

The reason is quite simple: unfettered capitalism serves the interest of Corporate power 
with no sign of the mythical  ‘trickledown’ neo-liberals promised, in exchange for 
unhindered access to Nations’ natural resources.  

As a result, and in spite of legislation, treaties and agreements of all kinds, on 
safeguarding resources, today every compartment of our ecosystem - air, water, soil and 
biota - has degraded at a terrifying rate as a result of overexploitation and poor 
management of emissions and waste streams. We now face a 10-12 year window of 
opportunity to put the brake on, before the damage becomes irreversible. 

Socialism/Communism. 
At the other end of the political spectrum, we saw how communist China compromised 
the communist principles of its founder, Mao Zedong, by designation of ‘enterprise 
areas’, like Hong Kong, where entrepreneurs would be allowed to operate, providing 
they did so under the direction and with the blessings of the central government.  

This has delivered some disastrous outcomes for up and coming generations of 
Chinese, to whom they bequeath a legacy of pollution - some of it extremely serious - , 
with amongst the worst air quality in any of the world’s cities, yet failing to deliver the 
best welfare outcomes for its people.  

The Country’s contribution to the plastic oceans, by manufacturing trillions of trinkets, 
baubles and nick-nicks that now litter the world on four continents. From single-use 
plastic bottles to crisp (potato chips) packets and shopping bags, the steady trickle of 
low-value plastic fripperies has turned into a steady stream and built up to billions of 
cubic metres of persistent, non-biodegradable waste that will never be recycled. 

And in the oceans, the single-use culture has created “plastic gyres” huge ‘islands’ of 
floating plastic waste buffeted by the currents, and breaking-up into even more 
dangerous micro plastics that spread like toxic clouds, in suspension in sea water. 

Why co-ops? 
How are they different from other outfits? 

Co-operatives  exist for the benefit of their members, and sit roughly mid-way between 
capitalism and socialism. They are private enterprises, but are owned by the workforce/
customers, so neither State, owners or  shareholders hold their fate in their hands. 
Workers’ co-ops are most commonly owned by the workforce, while organisations like 
The Co-operative, in the UK, are owned by their customers. But there are other co-
operative structures that are less known, although they work along similar lines. 

Moreover, when financing a co-operative enterprise, seeking a small investment from 
many people can raise capital at a low rate of return. 
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Housing Co-operatives became popular in the 1970s, when the then Housing 
Corporation in the UK made funds available for the purchase of properties in need of 
refurbishment, and allowed co-operatives of members to become involved in the the 
design of their own dwellings, managing projects, allocation and maintenance. 

Food Co-operatives also began in the 1970s, in the UK. They allow members to pool 
resources to buy at wholesale prices, usually from a Cash & Carry, giving them value for 
money, but also the choice of provenance - for example, buying  from co-operatives of 
producers, in preference to traditional commercial mass producers. 

Farming Co-operatives began way back, in the 1920s and 30s,  

In order to achieve their aims, co-ops have to ensure that all the members are onboard 
with the ethics and principles of the organisation. For example, organic, sustainable 
farming, communal ownership of fields, seed, livestock, vehicles and machinery. A 
successful co-operative can commission the processing, packing and transportation of 
their produce, or even bring ancillary services and functions in-house, to create a self-
supporting worker-owned trading entity that create jobs for its members as well as 
suppliers, and out-compete commercial competitors, tied to old formats, unable to offer 
comparable salaries and forced to maintain profitability for shareholders and owners. 

Additionally these can branch out to create other collective structures: 

Machinery pool: the purchase of machinery for the farms of a co-operatives, allowing 
members to borrow the machines on a rota basis. This reduces costs for machines that 
are only used infrequently and allows a number of machines that are used regularly to 
be bought at good price, by buying several units at the same time. 

Manufacturing/marketing cooperative: collective purchase of road haulage can save on 
the cost of outsourcing transportation of goods and materials, more affordably. 

Credit Unions: high interest rates of commercial banks, or difficulties in obtaining credit, 
may limit farmers’ access to money for seed, tools or salaries for farm labourers. By 
pooling their resources, farmers can create their own Credit Union, that can loan money  
to members. A Credit Union can also raise loans from commercial banks more easily and 
at at better rates than an individual farmer, owing to the collective value of the outputs 
and collateral a Co-operative can leverage. 

Cost considerations 
Won’t this be dearer than supermarkets? 

Not necessarily. A lot depends on how many people come together and how quickly, as 
well as on finding the right suppliers, warehousing, transport and packaging partners  
and establishing mutual benefits that would encourage them to come onboard. This is 
where the benefits of co-operatives really comes into its own, reducing costs and 
encouraging new co-ops to form links in the ’no-plastic’ supply chains, like sustainable 
packaging for foodstuffs (e.g bamboo, hemp fibre or seagrass bags etc.) they can 
extend their sale to other customers. 
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PART 2: Objectives 
Creating millions of co-operatives world-wide 

Bringing people together who are willing to change the way we do things, to guarantee 
the survival of our descendants and our planet. 

By bringing together a group of friends, colleagues, maybe parents at a nursery school, 
or members of a green buyers’ group, we can build the basics of such a system. 

This could mean everything from buying organic food in bulk, with no packaging waste, 
to buying and installing solar photovoltaics on our roofs, to forming Car Clubs, that buy 
and maintain electric cars for a range of uses - from 24/7/365 days a year, to just a 
couple of hours.  

SO, ARE YOU READY TO TAKE CLIMATE ACTION IN THE FIRST PERSON?  

Good! Below are some things we can do now to:  

• Bring down prices of sustainable alternatives  

• Support the sustainable industries and create green jobs  

• Prevent more carbon from entering into our atmosphere  

• Create clean, safe jobs that don't give the workforce black lung, expose them to 
mining disasters or pollute rivers, seas and aquifers.  

A) Break the vicious circles: move your money 

1. Choose ethical Banks , like Triodos Bank, or Charity Bank, or a Credit Union 

2. Move your pension, savings and investments to Ethical providers, who have divested 
from:  

• Fossil Fuels, fracking, tar sands, coal mining, drilling, pornography, animal 
experiments etc. 

• Dairy and Meat Farming 

• Agribusiness by large Corporations 

• Logging of virgin forests 

• Appropriation of Indigenous lands 

• Appropriation of water and other natural resources 

• Exploitation of child labourExploitation of women 

• Dumping toxic wastes 

• Finance any of the above 
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B) Create new, virtuous circles: change the way you shop 

Set-up collective, local buyers’ groups and co-operatives for:  

• Sustainable food  

• Solar PV panels  

• Community wind turbine projects  

• Electric cars and car clubs 

• Afforestation projects  that invest in future, sustainable timber 

• Waste-to-energy projects 

Network with other groups and co-ops to make your £$€¥ buy BIG volumes of 
sustainable goods, and choose Ethical Wholesalers, asking them to buy from small 
farmers and even encourage them to form Farmers' Co-operatives.  

  

C) Send a loud message to the Corporations 

• Once you are ready to close your bank account, organise with others to  co-
ordinate closing your old bank accounts on the same day 

• Switch your pension to an ethical provider 

• Move your savings to ethical investments and savings accounts 

• Visit your Supermarket and put a hand-written note in their comments box: 

“I am switching to sustainable, humane, ethical suppliers, goodbye!” 

D) Look at what you do and change it, try stopping: 
• Buying unsustainable goods 

• Shopping in supermarkets 

• Shopping online 

• Buying packaged goods 

• Buying drinks in plastic bottles 

• Buying from unethical Companies 

• Buying unsustainable services and utilities 

• Driving unnecessarily 

• Wasting re-useable/recyclable materials 

• Dumping litter - especially smokers! 
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Timing motivations 
Is this really the right time? 

Now is the perfect time to start a project like Planet Co-op. People are more aware than 
ever of the impacts of their shopping choices, and fewer people have the time and 
inclination to do their daily food shopping, while more may be inclined to choose 
organic and sustainable than ever before. Factors may include:  

• UK Brexit: the UK may face difficulties with WTO and EU tariffs for food imports, 
co=operatives could boost the number of wholefood producers 

• US Tariffs: new tariffs may adversely affect the availability of some foodstuffs, 
imposing high costs on buyers, as well as enterprise relaying on foreign supply-
chains 

• Cost: as money becomes scarce, more people look for affordable ‘core’ 
foodstuffs 

• Fitness: more people are aware of the impact of food choices on weight and 
health and would welcome a purchasing system that gives them healthy, 
wholefood staples, like whole rice, pulses, pasta, vegetables etc. 

• Life-work balance: fewer people have the time to go shopping for everyday 
foods, having the option to order the bulk of food shopping online and receive a 
plastic-free delivery would appeal to a large number of working people 

• Emissions awareness: more people than ever are now conscious of their own 
carbon emissions and would welcome an alternative to shopping for staple foods 

Environmental benefits 
What are the benefits of co-ops? 

Quite apart from the inherent benefit of having good quality organic food, the 
convenience of ordering from the comfort of our homes, the knowledge that our 
purchases will sustain farming communities, and in particular farmers’ co-ops, buying as 
a co-op gives us the opportunity to ditch packaging, and break the plastic addition 
cycle. 

Bamboo tubs and lids 

https://www.alibaba.com/showroom/wooden-bamboo-food-containers.html 

• Recycled hemp or cotton bags 

• Jars and other toughened glass containers 

• Reusing plastic containers that are recyclable 
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Objectives 
What co-ops can do. 

A. Delivering sustainability as a matter of enlightened self-interest, creating local 
jobs and supporting local enterprise 

B. Addressing individual needs by making it easier, more economical and 
convenient than the unsustainable alternatives. 

The key lies in attracting people with the right skills, and persuading them to 
collaborate in assembling a range of small co-operatives, where there are no existing 
Partners to address those needs: 

• IT & Website: to create a portal for ordering and payments 

• Manufacturers and Installers: to supply / install solar panels, wind turbines, electric 
cars 

• Producers and Growers:  to supply grains, pulses, flours, spices, herbs etc. 

• Packers and Importers:  to pack, transport and clear goods through customs 

• Retailers: to provide weekend premises for the filling and collection of orders, for a 
fee 

Moving as individuals to achieve common goals that benefit us, in the first person can 
yield quicker and more wide-spread results, especially when coupled with political and 
environmental campaigning. 

Visualisation 
How would it work? 

Quite simply, people coming to gather to buy food, solar panels or electric cars, would 
require that they create a point of contact. Starting a co-operative is not all that difficult. 
There are kits and even help at hand, through various websites and organisations: 

Food co-ops and buying groups: 

• https://www.sustainweb.org/  

• https://www.sustainweb.org/foodcoops/finder/ 

• https://www.sustainweb.org/foodcoopstoolkit/buyingclubs/ 

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Group_buying  

• http://www.foodcoopswales.org.uk/our_films.php  

• https://www.facebook.com/foodcoops  

• https://www.southwalesargus.co.uk/business/
11149100.Buying_group_set_up_by_Welsh_pharmacists_is_UK__39_s_cheapes
t/  
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Workers’ co-ops 

• https://www.can.coop/index.php/about-us/more-about-can 

• https://www.uk.coop/developing-co-ops/start-co-operative/plan-your-co-op  

Housing co-ops 

• https://radicalroutes.org.uk/publicdownloads/how-to-housing-co-op.pdf  

• https://www.nationalbuyinggroup.com/html/about-us.html 

Other resources: 

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_cooperative_movement 

Tuángòu (Chinese): a case in point 
Tuángòu translates as ‘team buying’ or ‘group buying’,  and is also known as ‘store 
mobbing’ originated in the People's Republic of China. Friends, relatives, colleagues or 
neighbours agreed to approach a wholesaler to buy a specific product, or range of 
products at considerable discounts. The benefit to the buyers and sellers is self-evident: 
but better efficiencies also make this environmentally preferable to the many journeys 
that are saved in the delivery and collection of goods. 

Action 
OK, you sold it to me, what next? 

The best place to start is food. Everyone needs to eat and having access to healthy, 
organic, wholefoods would appeal to many, trying to improve their diets and 
environmental footprint. Members of a co=op need to be committed, though, and 
willing to do their share of the work to make it happen. Without this it’s almost 
impossible to make a co-op work. 

Steps: 

• Find prospective co-operative members to create the Food Co-op 

• Meet to thrash out the details and incorporate 

• Set up a bank account, with signatories 

• Create a skills register of members, listing of their skills and facilities* 

• Create a secure ordering and payments system (most likely web-based) 

*e.g. : Member: Jo Bloggs; Field: IT; Skills: Website Design, spreadsheets, apps - 
Facilities: PC, printer, car, mobile 
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Once the core group for the ‘seed’ co-op is working, develop a members’ website to: 

• Create a membership profile 

• Set-up delivery details 

• Place orders 

• Pay for orders via secure gateways 

• Amend or cancel orders 

• Track orders 

• Build partnerships with wholesalers, to begin with 

Once a food co-operative is established, its members have a loose network of people of 
like mind with whom they can co-operate to achieve bigger changes, some of them 
immediate environmental, as well as cost benefits, like solar and wind co-ops. 

 
1) Afforestation 
Planting trees is one of the most effective ways of combating Climate Change, by: 

• Absorption of UVs (Ultraviolets) preventing them from being reflected back into 
the atmospheres as IRs (Infrareds = heat) 

• Fixing of CO2 into plant biomass 

• Shielding of ground from the drying effects of the sun 

• Retention of soil mass by expanding root networks 

• Creation of new growth that can be selectively and sustainably harvested, 
including timber, fruit, nuts and other forest produce 

• Creation of real jobs, in forestry, stewarding and protecting new growth and it 
repopulation by indigenous species 

• Creation of opportunities in Eco-tourism, teaching as well as learning 
opportunities for local people and paying visiting educational institutes  

2) Hydroponics 
The use of hydroponics to grow non-essentials (e.g. flowers and ornaments tal plants) , 
this can: 

• Use “grey water” for plant feeds, removing nutrients therein, and cleaning it 

• Reduce pressure on arable land and bring food growing closer to consumers 

• Reduce the incentive for deforestation and conversion of the wild to arable land 

• Create growing closed-loop growing for flowers, shrubs and other gardening 
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ornamentals, where water output is not suited to food growing (e.g. sewage 
affluent that could contain pharmaceutical by-products 

• Be used as a method of cleansing effluent water from non-toxic processes (e.g. 
food processing, agriculture, husbandry, gardening etc…) 

• Growing Bamboo for replanting in bamboo production for construction, paper 
and textiles 

• Growing Hemp for the same uses’ s well as animal feed and edible oils 

3) Roof or ground-mounted Photovoltaic-thermal panels 
PhotoVoltaic Thermal collectors collect heat as well as generating electricity and 
therefore: 

• Substantially remove the need for Coal, Gas or nuclear electricity generation 

• Generate electricity at the point of consumption, eliminating transmission losses 

• Cool homes, by reducing the thermal inputs from insolation, and so remove the 
need for assisted cooling 

• Create solar farms that, if employing hello-centric technology, that pivots panels 
to follow the path of the sun, allows the underlaying ground to remain productive 

• Shield ground from the worst drying effects of the sun, and grow wild meadow, 
especially useful for feeding bees and other pollinators, and produce honey 

4) Increase the international take-up of co-operative farming 
To secure work, sustainable food and suppliers around the world: 

• Reducing considerably the incidents of famine and food scarcity 

• Reducing the flow of desperate migrants, whose regions are subject to and 
disproportionately affected by Climate Change and deforestation 

• Provide self-employment for farmers and employment for landless farm labourers 

• Offer security of supply of Ethical, Fair Trade, sustainably farmed produce for the 
Co-operative Group 

• Improve standards of living to both, producers and consumers, through the 
migration from unsustainable use of fertilisers and pesticides to organic, low 
impact methods 

• Detoxify soils, water and air in producer regions 

• Create employment opportunities for co-operatives willing to collect animal 
manure and green wastes, remove H2S (Hydrogen Sulphide) and extract CH4 
(Methane) as biogas and return the spent manure as good, organic fertiliser 
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5) Community water co-operatives 
These could oversee to the water needs of their immediate region, by: 

• Applying methods described in 2), above, to clean effluent water 

• Establishing solar desalination, using solar PVT for a combination of evaporative 
distillation and electrolytic treatment of resultant vapour 

• Supplying H2 and O2 for medical, surgical, research and industrial processes,  

• Supplying Hydrogen fuel for electricity generation by H2 Proton Exchange 
Membrane (PEM) Fuel Cells that  are already appearing on the markets in the US, 
Germany, South Korea and China, for automotive and stationary applications 

• Redirecting the chemically pure water that is the by-product of PEM electricity 
generation to medical and industrial processes, or reused in Electrolytic/H2PEM 
FC cycles. 

• Protecting precious, natural water sources for wildlife and to ensure ecosystems 
resilience, while creating sustainable water supplies for human settlements 

 
Conclusions 
Yes, but, let’s face it, how realistic is all this though? 

May will read this paper and conclude that it is hopelessly idealistic, impractical and can 
never work. They would be wrong, and may benefit from looking at existing examples of 
these proposed activities, dotted around the world. However, ‘knitting’ these together 
into a critical mass to bring about substantial change to the way we humans operate is 
the challenge of the coming decade. 

The answer to the above question is itself a question: what is the alternative? 

Even if governments were to pass the necessary legislation tomorrow, how long will it 
take to redesign our societies along and how likely are multinational Corporations to co-
operate? How many Nations will refuse to comply? 

In reality it will take a long time to get legislation through the many governmental 
structures around the world, with powerful private and corporate interests obstructing 
and diverting efforts. Even once laws are passed, they will need to be introduced 
gradually, to give agriculture, industry and commerce time to adjust. Then there will be a 
period of adjustment, high costs, infractions, costly scrutiny and supervision. 

All this could cost us the bulk of this, last precious decade left for action to slow down 
and only eventually - and gradually - reverse Climate Change. 

Only a large-scale, diffuse a movement based on action can transform local, action into 
positive global impacts, while offering better alternatives to our current patterns of 
production and consumption, while rebuilding and empowering communities to secure 
our own and our children’s sustainable future.
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